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Abstract

While cognitive changes in aging and neurodegenerative disease have been widely studied,

language changes in these populations are less well understood. Inflecting novel words in a

language with complex inflectional paradigms provides a good opportunity to observe how lan-

guage processes change in normal and abnormal aging. Studies of language acquisition suggest

that children inflect novel words based on their phonological similarity to real words they

already know. It is unclear whether speakers continue to use the same strategy when encoun-

tering novel words throughout the lifespan or whether adult speakers apply symbolic rules. We

administered a simple speech elicitation task involving Finnish-conforming pseudo-words and

real Finnish words to healthy older adults, individuals with mild cognitive impairment, and

individuals with Alzheimer’s disease (AD) to investigate inflectional choices in these groups

and how linguistic variables and disease severity predict inflection patterns. Phonological

resemblance of novel words to both a regular and an irregular inflectional type, as well as
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bigram frequency of the novel words, significantly influenced participants’ inflectional choices

for novel words among the healthy elderly group and people with AD. The results support

theories of inflection by phonological analogy (single-route models) and contradict theories

advocating for formal symbolic rules (dual-route models).

Keywords: Phonological analogy; Inflectional morphology; Single-route models; Dual-route

models; Alzheimer’s disease; Mild cognitive impairment; Aging; Language

1. Introduction

When novel words, such as loan words, enter a language, they adapt to the new lan-

guage, including adapting to a new inflectional system. For example, the English noun

joker is borrowed into Finnish as jokeri by adding an epenthetic vowel i which allows

the novel word to enter an existing inflectional paradigm of Finnish. The plural form of

the Finnish noun jokeri receives the Finnish plural marker -t, resulting in the plural form

of the word, jokerit, which eventually became the name of an ice hockey team from Hel-

sinki. When the team joined the Russian KHL league in 2014, Russian speakers started

to inflect the word Jokerit (Йoкepит) by adding number and case suffixes, conforming to

the Russian inflectional paradigm of a masculine singular nominative form, even though

the word is technically already pluralized in Finnish with the -t ending and has no gender

category. Many languages have various inflectional options for these newcomers. How-

ever, typically only a few of the options are productive, meaning that they are used to

inflect new words that are added to the language (for ontogenesis of the English lan-

guage, see e.g., Lieberman, Michel, Jackson, Tang, & Nowak, 2007; for the relative pro-

ductivity of one Finnish inflectional paradigm over others in early L1 acquisition, see

e.g., Niemi & Niemi, 1987).

Productive inflectional options tend to be considered regular (e.g., the addition of -s
for English plurals, leg: legs) as opposed to the so-called irregular forms (e.g., foot: feet),
which are not productive inflectional patterns in English because of various phonological

changes that have taken place in diachrony. The relation between productivity of a certain

inflectional pattern and the number of novel words following this pattern is accumulative;

greater productivity leads to a higher number of novel words adopting that inflectional

paradigm, whereas lower productivity means that the paradigm incorporates fewer novel

words or no novel words at all.

In the present study, we aim to investigate how language users choose to inflect unfa-

miliar (novel) words and whether this approach changes with aging and neurocognitive

disorders. For adults, inflecting novel words is just a small fraction of everyday language

use. Keuleers, Stevens, Mandera, and Brysbaert (2015) found that although adults’ vocab-

ulary increases with age, the rate of growth decreases with age. The authors explain the

slowing of vocabulary growth as being a result of Herdan’s law (the more words one

knows, the lower one’s probability of encountering an unlearned word in the environ-

ment; Herdan, 1960). Following Herdan’s law, for children acquiring their first language,
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plenty of words that an adult would consider familiar are novel to them. Thus, the vast

majority of studies concentrating on inflecting unfamiliar words are developmental stud-

ies. Nevertheless, the cognitive mechanisms used for inflecting unfamiliar words during

language acquisition are related to the cognitive mechanisms used later in life for inflect-

ing novel words because the former eventually evolves into the latter.

There are two major theories explaining the cognitive mechanisms involved in novel

word inflection: one theory advocating for phonological analogy (single-route models)

and another advocating for formal symbolic rules (dual-route models). Four studies have

examined these cognitive mechanisms in preschool-age children who speak an inflection-

ally rich and highly complex language, Finnish (Engelmann et al., 2019; Granlund et al.,

2019; Kirjavainen, Nikolaev, & Kidd, 2012; R€as€anen, Ambridge, & Pine, 2016). These

studies suggest that a theory assuming storage and phonological analogy explains the

results better than a theory assuming formal symbolic rules. However, to the best of our

knowledge, no study has examined predictions of these two theories for how adult Fin-

nish speakers inflect novel words. If the results from adults support storage and phonolog-

ical analogy over formal symbolic rules, this would provide evidence that speakers use

the same cognitive mechanisms when dealing with novel words during language acquisi-

tion and language use later in life. However, if the results support formal symbolic rules

over storage and phonological analogy, this would suggest that the mechanisms used dur-

ing language acquisition are no longer used in later life.

1.1. Storage and phonological analogy versus formal symbolic rules

The current approaches explaining how morphological rules are applied to novel word

forms—one assuming storage and phonological analogy and the other assuming formal

symbolic rules—are in principle reactions to the Bloomfieldian model (Bloomfield, 1933).

In the Bloomfieldian model, inflected forms are considered to be derived from their “dic-

tionary forms” (e.g., Chomsky & Halle, 1968) either by a simple rule, in the case of reg-

ular words, or by rule-based descriptions in the case of irregular words (see more detailed

discussion regarding this topic in Baayen, 2007, and in Granlund et al., 2019). The two

approaches stem from two concurrent theoretical schools, constructivism and generative

grammar, and they disagree on what types of cognitive mechanisms are involved in pro-

cessing regularly versus irregularly inflected words.

According to dual-route models (e.g., Marcus et al., 1992; Pinker, 1991; Prasada &

Pinker, 1993), language users inflect words (e.g., sneak) either by retrieving a whole

inflected word form from an associative lexical memory, if there is such a form (e.g.,

snuck), or by applying context-free symbolic rules (e.g., adding the default past-tense suf-

fix -ed: sneaked). By contrast, single-route models (such as schema, Bybee & Moder,

1983; Langacker, 2000, or neuronal network models, also known as connectionist or deep

learning models, Rumelhart, & McClelland, 1986; Plunkett & Marchman, 1993) suggest

that we use the same cognitive mechanism, namely a single associative process, for both

regular (sneaked) and irregular (snuck) word forms. Thus, both the single-route and dual-

route approaches agree that irregularly inflected words (e.g., taught, ran, children) are
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stored in the mental lexicon as whole forms. Their disagreement primarily involves the

mechanism used to inflect regular words.

In the case of the inflection of novel words, the dual-route models assume the same

mechanism as for regular words, namely context-free symbolic rules: Novel words will

be inflected as if they are regular words. However, an exception to this rule is applied if

a novel word resembles an existing irregular word phonologically, whereby the novel

word might be inflected irregularly via analogy. By contrast, the single-route models

assume that all novel words are inflected via analogy: In order to be inflected irregularly,

a novel word should resemble an irregular word phonologically, whereas in order to be

inflected regularly, a novel word should resemble a regular word (e.g., Blything,

Ambridge, & Lieven, 2018). Therefore, a crucial difference between the two models is

the importance of phonological similarity between novel and existing words.

The holistic representation of an inflected pseudo-word simply does not exist in the

mental lexicon. Thus, when a speaker is asked to inflect a pseudo-word (i.e., a novel

word), the only available route is (de)composition, and he or she has to rely on a differ-

ent set of cues than when inflecting existing words.

1.2. Influence of age or cognitive decline

Given that many aspects of the language and cognitive systems change in aging, it is

not clear whether the application of inflectional morphology in language production

changes in aging. It is not a self-evident fact that any theory suited to describe a mecha-

nism of inflection used in language acquisition is automatically suited to describe a mech-

anism of inflection used by older adults. In fact, R€as€anen et al. (2016) found a decreasing

reliance on phonological analogy with age, even within the age range 2;2–4;8 years (a

similar finding is reported in Engelmann et al., 2019). They explain this finding by sug-

gesting that learners’ knowledge of the inflectional system becomes increasingly abstract

with age. The authors also propose that the importance of phonological neighborhood

density may decline in adults. If a 5-year-old child relies less on phonological analogy

than a 3-year-old, then we might expect that an adult relies even less on phonological

analogy when inflecting unfamiliar words (cf. to an extreme exemplar account, Ambridge,

2019, where the author argues that children simply store exemplars and develop the abil-

ity to analogize across them on the fly, so that later in life, as adults, they rely on this

ability only).

In contrast to the lack of research on inflectional patterns in health aging, some atten-

tion has been given to the influence of dementia on the regular vs. irregular inflection of

novel words (Colombo, Fonti, & Stracciari, 2009; Walenski, Sosta, Cappa, & Ullman,

2009). A neurolinguistic extension of the dual-route model proposed by Ullman (2001,

2004, 2016)—the declarative/procedural (DP) model—makes clear predictions about what

type of memory is involved in regular and irregular inflection and, thus, what type of

impairments should manifest in dementia based on the patterns of brain atrophy found in

this disease. According to this model, irregular word forms like children are learned

through, stored in, and retrieved from declarative memory. By contrast, regular words are
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inflected using either declarative or procedural memory. Declarative memory contains

knowledge that is accessed explicitly and is stored in the hippocampus and other medial

temporal lobe structures while procedural memory contains implicit knowledge/skills and

is considered to relate to the frontal/basal ganglia circuits of the brain. This model pre-

dicts that people with Alzheimer’s disease (AD), who show declines in function in the

hippocampal circuit, would show difficulties in the processing and retrieval of irregular

word forms and would be less likely to produce irregular forms for novel words.

Single-route models, on the other hand, predict that the severity of AD should have no

disproportionate effect on the way novel words are inflected. Instead of explaining pro-

duction patterns according to the deterioration of explicit memory (although, depending

on the stage of AD, semantic memory might be better preserved than episodic memory,

see e.g., Albert, 2011; Nebes, 1989) versus preservation of implicit memory in AD, sin-

gle-route models attribute choices in inflectional patterns for novel words to deterioration

of patients’ attention (Cortese, Balota, Sergent-Marshall, Buckner, & Gold, 2006) or

working memory involved in the manipulation of morpho-phonological segments

(Colombo et al., 2009). According to Cortese et al. (2006), attention plays a crucial role

in selection of one inflectional form and inhibition of other possible candidates (e.g., spit,
spat, spitted as past tense forms of the verb spit). The authors found that individuals with

AD do not exhibit an increase in the regularity effect in comparison to healthy controls,

but rather their inflection of English verbs in past tense depended on how many phono-

logical neighbors the verbs had in regular or irregular inflectional classes. Colombo et al.

(2009) studied inflection of Italian verbs and pseudo-verbs by individuals with AD. Par-

ticipants with AD produced more errors while inflecting pseudo-words than healthy con-

trols. Since inflecting pseudo-words requires manipulation of morpho-phonological

segments, which in turn may require an efficient phonological working memory system,

deterioration of such a system due to AD explains, according to Colombo et al., errors

produced by individuals with AD.

The present study aims to examine how elderly people inflect novel words (pseudo-

words) and whether inflection is influenced by cognitive decline due to AD or mild cog-

nitive impairment (MCI). Considering that people with AD or MCI show a deficit in vari-

ous cognitive domains, especially in memory for AD, these groups allow us to examine

how the cognitive mechanisms used to inflect novel words (analogy vs. symbolic rules)

in a morphologically complex language are related to declarative and procedural memory

or to phonological working memory. In the present study, participants’ strategies for

inflecting pseudo-words were investigated using a simple speech elicitation task (Berko,

1958). A recent study by Nikolaev et al. (2019) investigated morphological processing

for participants with MCI, AD, and neurologically healthy young and older adults using a

visual word recognition experiment. The authors found an unexpected pattern for the

group of individuals with MCI in terms of the influence of morphological complexity on

language comprehension. Somewhat surprisingly, individuals with MCI were the only

group that was not influenced by the morphological complexity of words: Their reaction

times to words with more complex stem allomorphy did not differ from reaction times to

words with less complex stem allomorphy, although overall their reaction times were on
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average faster than those of the AD group. Thus, the current study aims to investigate the

production of inflected novel words among the three older-adult groups and to examine

whether differences emerge for the MCI group compared to the neurologically healthy

participants and those with AD.

1.3. Inflectional system of the Finnish language

The Finnish language is a good source to compare the single- and the dual-route mod-

els because of its morphological complexity. However, predictions of the two approaches

can be tested only if we are able to measure phonological similarity of novel words to

existing words (regular and irregular). We discuss the measure of phonological similarity

we chose in the next section.

While pluralization of English regular nouns is embodied in a voiceless or voiced

fricative suffix (e.g., kid: kids), pluralization of irregular nouns range from vocalic alter-

nation (tooth: teeth) or unproductive suffixation (ox: oxen) to a combination of vocalic

alternation and unproductive suffixation (child: children) or invariance (fish: fish) (for

analysis of different inflectional classes of English verbs, see e.g., Bybee & Moder,

1983). However, the complexity of a word’s irregular inflectional paradigm in English

and in other Indo-European languages is typically ignored in the traditional dichotomy of

regular versus irregular inflection.

What makes Finnish a highly complex inflectional language is that speakers often have

to choose among both stem allomorphs and suffix allomorphs (see Table 1; nouns follow-

ing the same inflectional paradigm, e.g., lasi “glass,” constitute an inflectional class). In

fact, in languages like Finnish, productivity of a certain inflectional class is not a matter

of its regularity, but rather depends on the complexity of the inflectional paradigm. The

complexity of different inflectional paradigms can be viewed as a continuum from the

least complex to the most complex paradigm (see gradient properties of, e.g., Russian

inflectional morphology, Gor & Jackson, 2013, or Italian inflectional morphology,

Colombo et al., 2009, as opposed to the categorical dichotomy of English).

The complexity of an inflectional paradigm contributes to how (un)predictable an

inflected form (e.g., lasia vs. vett€a) is from its nominative singular form (lasi vs. vesi).
Some recent studies have operationalized inflectional complexity in terms of inflectional

entropy (Moscoso del Prado Mart�ın et al., 2004), inflectional paradigm size (L~oo,
J€arvikivi, & Baayen, 2018; L~oo, J€arvikivi, Tomaschek, Tucker, & Baayen, 2018), or the

number of stem allomorphs in the inflectional paradigm (Nikolaev et al., 2014, 2019;

Nikolaev, Lehtonen, Higby, Hyun, & Ashaie, 2018).

Table 1 presents three concurrent inflectional paradigms that cover all i-final Finnish
nouns exemplified here by the words lasi “glass,” savi “clay,” and vesi “water.” The lasi
paradigm has no stem changes in the singular word form and only one stem change for

all plural word forms. This is the least complex inflectional paradigm, the one that might

be considered “regular,” and it is also the most productive of the three inflectional para-

digms, meaning it is often adopted for novel words. Two other noun types, savi and vesi,
show stem changes in several singular word forms. These changes (i.e., stem allomorphs)
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Table 1

A number and case matrix of three Finnish i-final noun paradigms

Singular Plural

Lexical entry: lasi glass
nominative lasi lasi–t
genitive lasi–n lasi–en
partitive lasi–a lase–ja
essive lasi–na lase–i–na
translative lasi–ksi lase–i–ksi
inessive lasi–ssa lase–i–ssa
elative lasi–sta lase–i–sta
illative lasi–in lase–i–hin
adessive lasi–lla lase–i–lla
ablative lasi–lta lase–i–lta
allative lasi–lle lase–i–lle
abessive lasi–tta lase–i–tta
comitative lase–i–ne–(poss)
instructive lase–i–n

Lexical entry: savi clay

nominative savi save–t
genitive save–n savi–en
partitive save–a savi–a
essive save–na savi–na
translative save–ksi savi–ksi
inessive save–ssa savi–ssa
elative save–sta savi–sta
illative save–en savi–in
adessive save–lla savi–lla
ablative save–lta savi–lta
allative save–lle savi–lle
abessive save–tta savi–tta
comitative savi–ne–(poss)
instructive savi–n

Lexical entry: vesi water

nominative vesi vede–t
genitive vede–n vesi–en
partitive vet–t€a vesi–€a
essive vete–n€a vesi–n€a
translative vede–ksi vesi–ksi
inessive vede–ss€a vesi–ss€a
elative vede–st€a vesi–st€a
illative vete–en vesi–in
adessive vede–ll€a vesi–ll€a
ablative vede–lt€a vesi–lt€a
allative vede–lle vesi–lle
abessive vede–tt€a vesi–tt€a
comitative vesi–ne–(poss)
instructive vesi–n
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have to be memorized by language users since there are no explicit phonological cues in

the words savi and vesi that can be used to predict these allomorphs. Hence, these two

word types might be considered “irregular.” However, the current study aims to disentan-

gle graded morphological complexity from dichotomous (ir)regularity.

Even though savi and vesi are both irregular in Finnish, vesi has a more complex

inflectional paradigm than savi due to the higher number of different stem allomorphs in

its paradigm (four in vesi compared to two in savi).

1.4. Measures of phonological similarity

If we assume that language users associate novel words with existing words based on

the phonological similarity between them, then a measure of this phonological similarity

should be able to predict inflectional patterns that language users apply to novel words.

There are several ways to measure phonological similarity of novel words to existing reg-

ular and irregular words in Finnish. Engelmann et al. (2019) used a class size measure to

denote phonological similarity. In other words, they calculated how many words share

the same inflectional paradigm. The authors refer to this measure as “phonological neigh-

borhood density.” Following Engelmann et al. (2019), the class size of the three word

types we used in the present study (Table 1) would be 4,557 for lasi, 113 for savi, and
95 for vesi (Basic Dictionary of Finnish, 1990–1994). However, class size is more a con-

sequence of the productivity of this inflectional class than a measure of the number of

phonological neighbors.

To better measure the phonological distance between novel words and existing words

in the language, we chose the Optimal String Alignment distance (OSA; van der Loo,

2014). The OSA is similar to the Levenshtein distance (LD; Levenshtein, 1966), which is

computed by counting the number of insertions, deletions, and substitutions necessary to

turn one string into another. However, the OSA also allows for transpositions of adjacent

characters. The OSA is also referred to as the restricted Damerau–Levenshtein distance
(van der Loo, 2014; Lowrance & Wagner, 1975).

A set of Finnish pseudo-words were created according to the morphophonological rules

of Finnish; these acted as novel words in the study. We calculated the OSA between each

pseudo-word used in the present study and each real word from types lasi, savi, and vesi
(Basic Dictionary of Finnish, 1990–1994). The OSA was calculated using graphemes.

However, since Finnish orthography–phonology mapping is isomorphic, we use this mea-

sure as an index of phonological resemblance.

2. Method

2.1. Participants

We recruited individuals with MCI or AD when they visited the Neurological Clinic at

Kuopio University Hospital and healthy older adults (who did not show obvious neuro-

logical, psychiatric, cognitive, or functional changes in daily life) through a research
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project at the Brain Research Unit of the University of Eastern Finland. Individuals with

AD were selected by NINCDS-ADRDA Alzheimer’s criteria (McKhann et al., 2011) for

probable AD or prodromal AD (Dubois et al., 2007), while individuals with MCI were

selected by the criteria set by the International Working Group on MCI (Albert et al.,

2011; Winblad et al., 2004). In all, 63 elderly adults took part in this study: 17 cogni-

tively healthy controls (HC, aged 55–79, mean 65.8, SD 6.6, 8 females), 22 individuals

with AD (age 56–83, mean 72.7, SD 7.6, 12 females), and 24 individuals with MCI (age

58–81, mean 72.4, SD 6.5, 11 females). The same participants took part in a written word

recognition task described in Nikolaev et al. (2019). All were native Finnish speakers,

and none of them had learned another language before starting school. Before the session,

each participant gave written informed consent. The research was approved by the local

ethical research committee.

Other possible pathologies that could account for patients’ symptoms were ruled out

via an MRI assessment, cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) analysis, electrocardiography, screening

for hypertension and depression, and blood tests. Subjects were excluded from participa-

tion if they had other causes of dementia or if they had any obvious brain, systemic, or

psychiatric disorders that could potentially affect cognitive functions, such as a stroke,

severe depression, or endocrine disorders. Experienced neurologists diagnosed individual

patients and determined the person’s disease status.

We used the Sum of Boxes score from the Clinical Dementia Rating Scale (CDR-

SOB; Hughes, Berg, Danziger, Coben, & Martin, 1982) as a global measure of cognitive

assessment. The CDR-SOB reflects the sum of six domains of the CDR (memory, orien-

tation, judgment and problem solving, community affairs, home and hobbies, and per-

sonal care) and thus disease severity (Balsis, Benge, Lowe, Geraci, & Doody, 2015; Ito

& Hutmacher, 2014; O’Bryant et al., 2010). Scores from the CDR-SOB revealed statisti-

cally significant differences between the AD and control groups (multiple comparisons

test after Kruskal–Wallis: observed difference = 39.8, critical difference = 13.9) and

between the AD and MCI groups (obs. dif. = 17.7, crit. dif. = 12.8), as well as between

the MCI and control groups (obs. dif. = 22.1, crit. dif. = 13.6).

2.2. Task

All the participants were tested by the same one experimenter, ensuring consistency

across participants. The participants were given oral instructions to orally finish a sen-

tence begun by the experimenter. The sentence frame was always the same except for the

name of the subject and the target word in each sentence (underlined in the following

examples). An example sentence with a real word is Johannalle hirsi on t€arke€a€a, mutta
h€an ei saanut yht€a€an . . . (“For Johanna a log is important, but she hasn’t got any . . .”),
which should elicit singular partitive form of the noun given in the sentence (in this case

hirtt€a, the singular partitive of hirsi “log”). An example sentence with a pseudo-noun is

Niklakselle tuusi on t€arke€a€a, mutta h€an ei saanut yht€a€an . . . (“For Nicholas a tuusi is

important, but he hasn’t got any . . .”). The experiment started with four practice trials

using real nouns that belonged to different inflectional types than the test items. The
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duration of the experiment was approximately 25 min. The interstimulus interval (time

interval between the offset of the last word produced by the participant and the onset of

the first word produced by the experimenter) ranged from 1 second to a few seconds. If

during the experiment the participant made a comment or asked a question, the experi-

menter tried to provide the participant with an appropriate response (e.g., saying yes,
okay, good, or sure) and then return to the experiment procedure as quickly as possible

in order to keep the participant’s attention on the experiment. If the participant produced

more than one inflectional variant for a given stimulus, the participant was not asked to

specify which one was final (the most complex response was used for coding). Partici-

pants in all three groups (HC, MCI, and AD) were tested using the same procedure. The

testing was performed in the Neurological Department of the University Hospital of Kuo-

pio or in the Brain Research Unit of the University of Eastern Finland. All experimental

sessions were audio-recorded and transcribed for later scoring.

2.3. Materials

We built three sets of 33 i-final pseudo-words by randomly picking first syllables from

all the words of a given word type (lasi “glass,” savi “clay,” and vesi “water,” see

Table 1 and Table S1) and combining them with randomly chosen second syllables from

the same word type. We then removed any combinations that happened to produce real

words and any pseudo-words that violated the phonotactics of the Finnish language. In

addition to the 99 pseudo-words, 99 real Finnish i-final monomorphemic nouns were

selected to create three sets of 33 nouns from the same inflectional types (lasi, savi, and
vesi, Table 1). All test items (99 pseudo-words and 99 real words) had two syllables. In

order to make sure that pseudo-words sounded like potential words of each word type,

we matched the bigram frequency of the pseudo-words1 with that of the real words used

in the experiment. Mean bigram frequency of the pseudo-words was 361 (SD 222) and of

real words, 369 (SD 204; two sample t test = 0.28, p = .78).

2.4. Data analysis

2.4.1. Phonological similarity
To determine phonological similarity, the average OSA between each of the 99

pseudo-words and all real, two-syllable i-final Finnish words (according to the Basic Dic-

tionary of Finnish, 1990–1994) was calculated: 1,180 two-syllable lasi-type words,2 113

savi-type words, and 95 vesi-type words. Hence, each pseudo-word had three sets of

numerical values: 1,180 OSAs between the pseudo-word and each of the lasi-type words,

113 OSAs for savi-type words, and 95 OSAs for vesi-type words. The OSA values for

each word type were then averaged separately for each pseudo-word to determine its

phonological overlap with each of these three inflectional classes. For example, the OSA-

lasi of a given pseudo-word is the average OSA from this pseudo-word to all two-syllable

lasi-type words in Finnish (Table S1 lists the average OSAs for each pseudo-word and
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word type). OSA averages for each word type were used as explanatory variables in the

analysis.

2.4.2. Lexical variables
Other variables were included in the analysis that have been widely used in the psy-

cholinguistic literature and that might influence pseudo-word inflection. Orthographic

neighborhood density and Hamming distance of one (HD1; Coltheart, Davelaar, Jonasson,

& Besner, 1977) were calculated using the Basic Dictionary of Finnish (1990–1994) by

counting the number of words with the same length but differing only in the initial letter

(neighborhood density) or in any single letter (HD1). Since Finnish orthography–phonol-
ogy mapping is isomorphic, orthographic neighbors are equivalent to phonological neigh-

bors. Bigram frequency, initial trigram frequency, and final trigram frequency (i.e., the

average number of times that all combinations of two or three subsequent letters occur in

the corpus) were obtained for real words as well as for pseudo-words from the Turun

Sanomat Corpus (22.7 million word tokens) using a computerized search program (Laine

& Virtanen, 1999). All pseudo-words and their values on each of these variables are

shown in Table S1.

2.4.3. Coding of inflected forms
All pseudo-words inflected according to the lasi-type (lasi:lasia), which is the regular

type, were coded as 1, all pseudo-words inflected with the savi-type (savi:savea), an

irregular type with moderate complexity, were coded as 2, and all pseudo-words inflected

with the vesi-type (vesi:vett€a), an irregular type with a high degree of complexity, were

coded as 3. However, the numbers (1, 2, and 3) are not categorical: They correspond to

the generalized LD between the given pseudo-word (e.g., tuusi) and the inflected pseudo-

word produced by the participant (e.g., tuusia, tuusea, or tuutta). For example, one inser-

tion (and no deletion or substitution) is needed to turn lasi to lasia, whereas one insertion

and one substitution are needed to turn savi into savea, and two substitutions and one

insertion are needed to turn vesi into vett€a. Thus, the LD for tuusi:tuusia is 1, tuusi:tuusea
is 2, and tuusi: tuutta is 3; higher LD values indicate more changes involved in inflecting

the given word. If participants gave more than one response for a given test item, the

most complex response was recorded. If the participant seemed to have misheard a given

noun (e.g., substituted a pseudo-word with a real word), the response was excluded from

the analysis. We obtained inter-coder reliability measurements on audio recordings of

eight participants randomly chosen from the MCI group. The intercoder reliability coeffi-

cient was 0.943.

2.4.4. Analytical approach
Before analysis, we removed omissions (trials on which participants did not answer,

coded as NA in Table 3) and responses elicited by mishearing the given word. Data from

one participant with AD and two participants with MCI were not analyzed due to techni-

cal problems with the audio recordings. Thus, we report the data from 60 participants.
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We analyzed the data using a cumulative link mixed model (Christensen, 2019). LD

for inflected pseudo-words (1, 2, or 3) acquired from participants’ productions served as

the dependent variable. The models included subject, item, and trial as random-effect fac-

tors. We also added by-participant random slopes for significant predictors to check

whether participants vary in their sensitivity to predictors. Some fixed-effect variables

with Zipfian distributions (e.g., bigram frequency) were logarithmically transformed. Pre-

dictors and terms of interaction were entered into the model one at a time. After each

step, the anova function was used to check if adding/dropping the predictor significantly

influenced the predictive power of the new model. Participants’ individual characteristics

may also influence inflection of pseudo-words. For example, Nikolaev et al. (2019) found

that more years of formal education had a positive effect on word recognition speed for

healthy older adults, but not for people with AD. Therefore, we added years of education

(HC, mean 13.7, SD 3.69; MCI, mean 10.42, SD 3.54; AD, mean 10.77, SD 4.17), as

well as gender and age as participant-level explanatory variables.

3. Results

Since analysis of the inflection of real words is outside the scope of the current study,

we present their aggregated results in Table 2 without further analysis.

Participants from all three groups inflected most pseudo-words according to the regular

type lasi. Actual frequencies of each type with percentages for each group are presented

in Table 3.

3.1. Elderly controls

Only four variables significantly explained the pseudo-word inflection patterns of the

healthy elderly control (HC) group: OSA to vesi-type, OSA to lasi-type, bigram fre-

quency, and the number of years of education (see Table 4). The negative estimate of

OSA-vesi means that it correlated negatively with the complexity of inflection. In other

words, the participants were more likely to produce a more complex, vesi-type inflection

for pseudo-words that were—on average—more similar to real vesi-type words (i.e., those

pseudo-words with smaller OSA-vesi values). OSA-lasi, on the other hand, had a positive

estimate, which means that pseudo-words more similar to real lasi-type words tended to

trigger a less complex, lasi-type inflection. Phonological similarity to the irregular but

Table 2

Percentages of real words inflected correctly by the three groups of participants; errors included responses

with no inflection or an incorrect inflection, miscomprehension of the given word, and omissions

HC MCI AD

lasi 93.6% 88.8% 87.3%

savi 89.5% 73% 73.2%

vesi 85.2% 69.7% 71.1%
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less complex savi-type did not influence participants’ inflectional choices. In addition to

phonological similarity, bigram frequency correlated negatively with the complexity of

inflected pseudo-words, reflecting the fact that words containing letter strings more com-

monly found in the language were more likely to be inflected regularly (according to

lasi-type). Participants with more years of education tended to produce more complex

inflections for pseudo-words than those with fewer years of education.

In sum, participants in the healthy elderly group tended to inflect i-final pseudo-words
mostly according to the regular lasi-type (see Table 3), reflecting the fact that this type

Table 3

Total number of pseudo-words produced by all participants in each group (with relative percentages of each

type of inflection among total acceptable inflections and with relative percentages of different types of errors

among total errors)

HC MCI AD

Correct inflection

lasi-like forms 1,270 (84.5%) 1,576 (89.5%) 1,275 (81.8%)

savi-like forms 115 (7.7%) 99 (5.6%) 134 (8.6%)

vesi-like forms 118 (7.8%) 86 (4.9%) 149 (9.6%)

Total (ratio) 1,503 (89.3%) 1,761 (77.3%) 1,558 (78.7%)

Errors

Other inflection 4 (2.2%) 0 (0.0%) 4 (0.9%)

Misheard 144 (80%) 391 (75.8%) 281 (66.6%)

Not inflected 31 (17.2%) 34 (6.6%) 39 (9.2%)

NA 1 (0.6%) 91 (17.6%) 98 (23.2%)

Total (ratio) 180 (10.7%) 516 (22.7%) 422 (21.3%)

Abbreviations: AD, Alzheimer’s disease; HC, healthy controls; MCI, mild cognitive impairment.

Table 4

Estimate coefficients, standard errors, z- and p-values for the cumulative link mixed model fitted to the gener-

alized Levenshtein distance between the given and inflected pseudo-words produced by elderly controls

Coefficients Estimate SE z-value p-value

OSA-lasi 3.412 1.402 2.434 .015

OSA-vesi �2.227 0.744 �5.201 .003

log Bigram freq �0.478 0.239 �1.998 .046

Education 0.187 0.077 2.424 .015

Random effects

Groups Name Variance SD Corr

Item (Intercept) 0.871 0.933

Subject (Intercept) 1.834 1.354

Trial 7.48e�05 0.009 �0.648

Note Number of observations, 1,503; Items, 99; Subjects, 17.
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of inflection prevails in real i-final Finnish words. However, phonological resemblance of

pseudo-words to both a regular (lasi) and an irregular (vesi) inflectional type, as well as

bigram frequency of the pseudo-words, significantly influenced participants’ inflectional

choices for pseudo-words (see Table 4).

3.2. Individuals with MCI

In contrast to the elderly control group, none of the phonological similarity variables pre-

dicted inflection patterns in the MCI group. This means that phonological similarity was

not related to the complexity of inflected pseudo-words by the MCI participants. Education

was not a significant predictor of the complexity of inflection in the MCI group. However,

as in the elderly control group, bigram frequency partly explained the pattern of results for

the MCI group, and its estimate had the same polarity as in the elderly control group.

The MCI group thus inflected most pseudo-words using the regular lasi-type (see

Table 3). Phonological resemblance of pseudo-words to real words did not play a signifi-

cant role. However, a more general phonological frequency measure—bigram frequency

—was a significant predictor of the type of inflection: Those pseudo-words that were

inflected via a complex inflectional type tended to have lower bigram frequency (Table 5).

3.3. Individuals with AD

In contrast to individuals with MCI, but in line with elderly controls, individuals with

AD showed significant influence from the phonological similarity variables for lasi and
vesi, showing that this group also relied on pseudo-words’ similarity to real words in

choosing how to inflect the pseudo-words. Like the other two groups, bigram frequency

was a significant predictor of inflection patterns for individuals with AD. In addition,

Score on the Clinical Dementia Rating (CDR-SOB) showed a significant interaction with

OSA-vesi, meaning that the strength of the relationship between a pseudo-word’s similar-

ity to vesi-type words and the complexity of the inflection was reduced for individuals

with more severe cognitive impairment compared to milder forms of cognitive

Table 5

Estimate coefficients, standard errors, z- and p-values for the cumulative link mixed model fitted to the gener-

alized Levenshtein distance between the given and inflected pseudo-words produced by individuals with mild

cognitive impairment

Coefficients Estimate SE z-value p-value

log Bigram freq �0.769 0.23 �3.352 <.001

Random effects

Groups Name Variance SD

Item (Intercept) 1.03 1.015

Subject (Intercept) 1.29 1.136

Note Number of observations, 1,761; Items, 99; Subjects, 23.
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impairment. Like the MCI group, education did not significantly predict the complexity

of inflection for participants with AD.

Individuals with AD demonstrated the same pattern of inflection as participants in the

healthy elderly group. They inflected pseudo-words mostly according to the regular lasi-
type (see Table 3); however, phonological resemblance of novel words to both a regular

(lasi) and an irregular (vesi) inflectional type significantly influenced their inflectional

choices for pseudo-words (see Table 6).

4. Discussion

Since pseudo-words have no lexical entry in the mental lexicon, there is no correct or

incorrect way of inflecting them. However, speakers are not random in their choices

about the inflectional patterns they assign new words, nor do they stick to only one para-

digm and apply it to all pseudo-words. Instead, they appear to be sensitive to information

contained in the pseudo-word, which must be orthographic/phonological. This information

then leads speakers to retrieve an “appropriate” inflectional paradigm for the word (cf.

Chuang et al., 2020, according to whom auditory pseudo-words are not semantically

empty).

Since the lexicon is dynamic rather than static, with some novel words entering the

language and other words dying or becoming archaic, the mental lexicon of any particular

speaker is only a subset of the lexicon of the language. The cognitive mechanism used

by an older adult to inflect novel words must have evolved from the mechanism used by

a young child to inflect unfamiliar words. How this mechanism evolves is unclear.

Table 6

Estimate coefficients, standard errors, z- and p-values for the cumulative link mixed model fitted to the gener-

alized Levenshtein distance between the given and inflected pseudo-words produced by individuals with Alz-

heimer’s disease

Coefficients Estimate SE z-value p-value

OSA-lasi 5.68 1.712 3.318 <.001
OSA-vesi �5.002 0.962 �5.201 <.001
log Bigram freq �0.665 0.23 �2.885 .004

CDR-SOB 0.001 1.122 0.001 .999

OSA-lasi: CDR-SOB �0.776 0.406 �1.911 .056

OSA-vesi: CDR-SOB 0.813 0.253 3.216 .001

Random effects

Groups Name Variance SD Corr

Item (Intercept) 0.785 0.886

Subject (Intercept) 1.56 1.249

Trial 2.74e�05 0.005 0.112

Note Number of observations, 1,558; Items, 99; Subjects, 20.
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According to single-route models, both children and older adults use the same cognitive

mechanism to inflect regular and irregular words. The models predict that the phonologi-

cal resemblance of pseudo-words to regular (lasi-type) or irregular (vesi-type) types plays
a significant role in how speakers decide to inflect pseudo-words. According to dual-route

models, both children and older adults apply context-free symbolic rules when retrieval

of a whole inflected word form from an associative lexical memory is inefficient. The

models predict that the phonological resemblance of pseudo-words to irregular types

(vesi-type) might play a role in how speakers decide to inflect pseudo-words; however,

the phonological resemblance of pseudo-words to the regular (lasi) type should play no

role. Thus, the two theories differ in the extent to which each relies on phonological anal-

ogy.

In the present study, the phonological distance of pseudo-words to the most complex

irregular type (vesi) was found to play a significant role for participants with AD and for

elderly controls. The more similar a pseudo-word was to real vesi-type words, the more

likely these participants were to inflect the pseudo-word using the inflectional paradigm

of vesi-type words. This result was predicted by both the single-route and the dual-route

models. However, the pseudo-word’s average phonological distance to the regular type

(lasi) also played a significant role: The more similar the pseudo-word was to the lasi-
type, the more likely participants with AD and elderly controls were to inflect this

pseudo-word according to the lasi-type. This result was only predicted by the single-route

model. Based on our results, inflection of novel words by elderly adults with or without

AD is better explained by a theory that places more weight on phonological analogy (the

single-route model) than by a theory that underestimates analogy and instead proposes

formal symbolic rules (the dual-route model). We note that some might disagree with the

dichotomy of single- vs. dual-route models and suggest that both approaches might work

in different tasks or different settings.

Interestingly, phonological resemblance of the pseudo-word to the most complex irreg-

ular type (vesi) had a significant influence on inflection choice while resemblance to the

less complex irregular type (savi) did not. This result can help to disentangle the effects

of regularity and complexity of an inflectional paradigm on inflectional choices. The com-

plexity of an inflectional paradigm contributes to how (un)predictable an inflected form is

from its nominative singular form and can be viewed as a continuum from the least com-

plex to the most complex paradigm. The regularity of an inflectional paradigm also con-

tributes to how (un)predictable an inflected form is from its “dictionary” base form.

However, unlike complexity, regularity is traditionally viewed as two opposite poles

rather than as a continuum. Regularity may be an important psycho-morphological dis-

tinction for languages like English but may fail to capture the wider variation of com-

plexity in languages like Finnish or Russian (e.g., for Finnish, Nikolaev et al., 2014,

2018; for Russian, Gor & Jackson, 2013). As seen in our data, distinguishing between

irregular forms with greater and lesser complexity (vesi vs. savi) was meaningful for the

pattern of results. In the present study, elderly adults with or without AD inflected

pseudo-words according to their phonological distance to either the most complex or the
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least complex word types, not according to their regularity. These results can be better

explained by the concept of complexity rather than by regularity.

The results also reveal how language production changes in neurodegenerative disease.

The severity of dementia in our clinical groups was measured with the CDR-SOB. In the

MCI group, this measure had no significant effect on the inflection of pseudo-words. In

the AD group, by contrast, participants with higher CDR-SOB scores (i.e., more advanced

disease progression) were less sensitive to the phonological similarity of pseudo-words

and real vesi-type words than participants with lower CDR-SOB scores. According to the

DP model, the more severe the AD pathology, the less influence irregular words will have

as exemplars for novel words that resemble them phonologically. Our results are in line

with this prediction: Phonological analogy with the most complex irregular type vesi was
indeed weakened for people with higher CDR-SOB scores (p = .001). The DP model pre-

dicts that phonological analogy with the regular type lasi should play no role for people

with higher CDR-SOB scores. Indeed, the p-value of the term of interaction between

OSA-lasi and CDR-SOB was not significant, but it approached significance (p = .056).

Thus, alternatively, changes in the mechanism of novel word inflection associated with

the disease’s progression may be attributed to weakening of the phonological component

of working memory (Collette, Van der Linden, Bechet, & Salmon, 1999; Colombo et al.,

2009; Stopford, Thompson, Neary, Richardson, & Snowden, 2012) or attentional control

(Cortese et al., 2006). Miscomprehensions of the given pseudo-word were excluded from

the analyses. Miscomprehensions represented 8.6% of all responses in the HC group,

14.2% in the AD group, and 17.2% in the MCI group. Most of them were substitutions

of real nouns phonologically similar to the target pseudo-words (i.e., lexicalizations).

Individuals with AD in Colombo et al. (2009) also demonstrated an increase in this type

of error in comparison to healthy controls. The authors explained this pattern as stemming

from a decline in inhibitory control of competing lexical forms as a consequence of

dementia.

Individuals with MCI showed a different pattern of results than healthy controls and

individuals with AD. Phonological similarity to real words seemed to play no significant

role in their decision of how to inflect pseudo-words. The same participants also took part

in another experiment, a visual lexical decision task, described in Nikolaev et al. (2019).

On the lexical decision task, the MCI group was the only one that showed no influence

of the complexity of the inflectional paradigm (measured in the number of stem allo-

morphs) on recognition of real lasi-, savi-, and vesi-type words. Thus, it appears that in

both language production and comprehension, the participants with MCI show weaker

morphological effects than healthy older adults and AD patients. It is unclear why this

group did not use phonological similarity to real words when choosing how to inflect the

pseudo-words. We speculate two different reasons. The unique pattern demonstrated by

this group may be due to the large variation in cognitive functions that were observed for

this group. The diagnostic criteria for MCI in this study (Albert et al., 2011), the most

commonly used criteria in research, encompass a broad range of people who display sig-

nificant cognitive impairment in single or multiple cognitive domains. The impairment

might be in memory, executive functions, attention, language, visuospatial skills, or any
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combination among them. Thus, individuals with MCI exhibited heterogeneous cognitive

profiles. This large variation of cognitive characteristics might have resulted in unex-

pected results that differ from normal elderly or individuals with AD who are at the ends

of the cognitive aging spectrum. Another characteristic of people with MCI, based on

their diagnostic criteria, is that they should be able to maintain normal function in daily

life. This means that they utilize relatively good compensation strategies to deal with

their cognitive decline (see e.g., Lenzi et al., 2011; Yu, Li, Jiang, Broster, & Li, 2016),

and this ability may result in the somewhat unique results in our study. The fact that indi-

viduals with MCI showed exceptional behavior in processing morphological complexity

in both word recognition (Nikolaev et al., 2019) and word production (present study) war-

rants further investigation, which should be the focus of future studies.

Bigram frequency was a significant predictor of inflectional patterns in all three groups.

High bigram frequency of a letter string means that the letter string is more commonly

found in the language (or for languages with isomorphic orthography–phonology map-

pings, as in Finnish, this phonological sequence is more likely to be heard in speech).

Pseudo-words with high bigram frequency correlated negatively with the complexity of

their inflection. Pseudo-words with higher bigram (or in our case biphone) frequency are

typically recognized faster as non-existing (and thus potentially novel) words (Hendrix &

Sun, 2020). Ramscar, Hendrix, Shaoul, Milin, and Baayen (2014) explain this effect as a

consequence of low activation of a large number of words as opposed to high activation

of a small number of words for pseudo-words with lower bigram frequency. Therefore,

one possible explanation for why pseudo-words with higher bigram frequency were

inflected more regularly is that in general there are more regular words with highly fre-

quent letter sequences.

More years of formal education has been found to correlate with preserved cognitive

abilities in older age (e.g., Albert et al., 1995; Meara, Richards, & Cutler, 2008). An

increase in level of educational attainment is associated with a reduction in incidence of

dementia (e.g., Noble et al., 2017). There are debates about the relation between an indi-

vidual’s level of education and its influence on the slope of his or her cognitive decline

once dementia is diagnosed. For example, Scarmeas, Albert, Manly, and Stern (2006)

found that individuals with AD that have more educational experience exhibit faster cog-

nitive decline. The effect of education on novel word production in older age has not

been previously studied. We found a significant effect of years of education on the com-

plexity of pseudo-words produced by the healthy elderly participants. Those with more

years of education applied more morphophonological changes to pseudo-words, whereas

those with fewer years of education preferred the most parsimonious strategy for inflect-

ing unfamiliar words: Simply add a case suffix to the stem, avoiding any stem changes.

Interestingly, we found no effect of education on the inflectional choices of people with

MCI or AD. These results are in line with those reported in Nikolaev et al. (2019), in

which more formal education had a positive effect on word recognition speed for healthy

controls, but not for people with AD. The authors suggested that the beneficial effects of

education might have disappeared in neurodegenerative disease.
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5. Conclusion

The current study addressed the cognitive mechanisms involved in word inflection dur-

ing language production. The results showed that older adults prefer to apply phonologi-

cal analogy over formal symbolic rules when inflecting novel words, similar to what

children do. These findings are in line with constructivist theories and single-route models

of morphological production and diverge from the predictions of generative theories and

dual-route models. AD appears to weaken the influence of phonological analogy, but only

at more severe stages of the disease, which we attribute to problems with phonological

working memory. MCI seems to weaken the influence of phonological analogy regardless

of the severity of the disease, a rather surprising result which requires further investiga-

tion.
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Notes

1. Due to the orthographic rules of Finnish, the relation between the bigram and

biphone frequencies of Finnish words is isomorphic.

2. In Finnish, all savi- and vesi-type words have two syllables, whereas 1,180 out of

4,557 lasi-type words have two syllables.
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